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SPONSOR MEETING  
 

Client Dr. Kam 

Minute Taker Naresh 

Date & Time 15 September, 1500 

Venue SIS Meeting Room 4-3 

Absentees NA. 
 

TOPICS 
1. National Parks Event 

2. Update of Current Progress 

Next Meeting 

CONTENT 
NATIONAL PARKS EVENT 

Discussion 
Dr. Kam mentioned that National Parks will be showcasing our project during one of 
their events in November. 

Conclusion 
What is being presented to National Parks during the event will be near similar to our 
Final FYP Presentation. 

 

UPDATE OF CURRENT PROGRESS 

Conclusion 

Possibility of removing the map provider for National Parks but added feature to our 

own FYP Project. National Parks would want to use their own map. 

Dr Kam has requested to implement the direction line for Calculate Distance. 

Apart from that, provide 2 outputs, Cumulative and Final Output distance. 

 

Dr Kam asked if the polygon would cover the point markers on the map if the user 
clicks on point markers first. It would be good if the polygon comes out first followed by 
other point markers. 

 

Shazlee to ensure, Upon a new search, the point markers won’t be highlighted 

Latest search result will be highlighted. Previous search data stays. 

 

Have one button at the RIBA Search, where populate the search result to the Grid. 
(look at the attribute table that is being selected) 

 

On each new search, clear the table grid and populates the search result. 

NPARKS will meet either next week Mon/Wed. 
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Wrap Up 

Meeting adjourned @ 1630 

Next meeting details TBC 

 

DISCLAIMER:  

Any amendments/feedback about the content must be given to minutes taker within 3 days 

from this adjourned meeting. Minutes taker will have to send the updated minutes within 1 

day for any amendments.  


